Introduction
In the last decade by using recent investigations it is concluded that cross vibrations bring influence to bear on grouping. It is discovered that the grouping of gunshot hits the single shooting influence of the second natural frequency of cross vibrations on the barrel of the small arm. The analytical models used for calculating of the second natural frequency of cross vibrations on the barrel that are made so far, are very composite in cases when the barrel has complex shape (the barrel shape is not cylindrical or cone on all length). The report scrutinizes an analytical model for approximately calculating of the second natural frequency of cross vibrations for a complex shape barrel (the barrel has definited number of cylindrical and cone sections) of the small arm. The main advantage of the suggested model is a large facilitation of calculating of second natural frequency of cross vibrations of barrel with a complex shape.
Analytical model
In order to achieve model workability the following restrictions are established: -it is accepted that the barrel is outrigger with a complex shape; -the influence of the vibrations of the barrel box is eliminated; -the influence of the resistance is eliminated; -it is accepted that the barrel composition is homogeneous. The model is based on known formulas 1, used for calculating the second natural frequency of cross vibrations for cylindrical barrels [1, 2, 3] . In the suggested analytical model is added a coefficient that gives an influence on the form of the complex barrel. ]; Е -modulus of elasticity [Pa] . In order to calculate of the coefficient, that gives an influence of the form on the complex barrel, first it is necessary to define the relation between frequencies of two barrels with equal lengths, but different diameters. To do this it is possible to use the formula (2):
where: к f -correction coefficient between the secondary frequencies of two cylindrical barrels, with equal lengths, but different diameters; n 1 -second natural frequency of the first barrel [Hz]; n 2 -second natural frequency of the second barrel [Hz]; After replacing the frequencies of formula (1) in formula (2) the result is: 
Using formula (5) a conclusion can be made, that the values of the area moments of inertia and masses of two barrels influence upon the correction coefficient -
The practical application of the correction coefficient between the second frequencies of two cylindrical barrels, with equal lengths, but different diameters can be used for barrel designing. The next step after calculating the correction coefficient is to accept that the complex barrel is cylindrical with a diameter that has to be definited. The basic used frequency is a frequency that matches the cylindrical barrel with a diameter equal to the diameter of complex barrel on the fixing point.
To calculate the mass and moment of inertia of the barrel the following formulas can be used:
where:
To calculate the barrel capacity the following formula can be used: An experimental investigation was made. It includes testing the frequencies of 5 different barrels with a complex shape (three-dimensional model is present on figure 1 ). The average error between the analytical model and the experimental data for the tested barrel is 11,7%. The statistics hypothesis can be checked by comparing of the dispersions of the experimental and analytical results. The zero hypothesis is that the dispersion of data, received from the analytical model is commensurable with the dispersion of the experimental data. Received results are present in table 3. 
